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UPCOMING VIRTUAL WEBINAR WORKSHOPS & NETWORKING EVENTS FOR ALUMNI!

CCE Webinars

Please view the ACS webpage for more details concerning all future events. Missed a session and/or want to check out past webinar topics? Check out the CCE Webinar & Video Library for workshops organized by a variety of career categories.

Writing a Results Focused and Targeted Resume - Wednesday, February 15
1pm - 1:45 pm EST

An accomplishment-driven resume focuses on your proven history of exceeding expectations. Your goal is to accurately and positively relay your accomplishments to potential employers. Watch this engaging webinar and learn effective strategies that will help you successfully showcase your experiences and best position you as a top contender for the desired position. This webinar is pre-recorded, with 15 minutes of live Q&A.

Get What You’re “Worth” – Smart Salary Negotiation - Wednesday, March 22
1pm - 1:45 pm EST

Negotiation is a fundamental concept of business – this may involve negotiating a starting salary, defining job responsibilities, or modifying a benefits package. Understanding the boundaries of what is acceptable based on your experience and skills, the position expectations, and the industry or organization is crucial to developing a successful negotiating strategy. This webinar will explore specific negotiation techniques that can be utilized in a variety of situations—from offer acceptance to advancement within your current organization. This webinar is pre-recorded, with 15 minutes of LIVE Q&A.

Events Hosted by CAA

The Networking Hour - Wednesday, February 8
1pm - 2pm EST

Black Alumni Council Heritage Award & Scholarship Fund Reception - Thursday, February 16
7:00pm - 9pm EST
Other Alumni Events

**SEAS Networking Reception: Navigating Your Network** - Thursday, February 23
6:30pm - 8:30pm EST

---

**NEW JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALUMNI ON LIONSHARE**

Set up a [job search in LionSHARE](#) so you don't miss a single opportunity! In the meantime, we've listed a few examples of current positions that we thought might be of interest to you. Employers are posting positions every day, and the active employment opportunities below are just a small sample of the thousands currently available. View details via the links and log on to [LionSHARE](#) to apply today.

The jobs listed below expire between **February 13 and March 31**.

**Full-Time Entry Level**

- 3LP Advisors - [Analyst](#)
- Essense Partners - [Marketing Strategist](#)
- KickStart International - [Donor Communications Associate](#)
- Koch Modular Process Systems, LLC - [Process Engineer](#)
- PDT Partners - [Legal & Compliance Analyst / Paralegal](#)

**Full-Time Experienced**

- Healthify - [Senior Backend Engineer](#)
- Henry Street Settlement - [Associate Program Director](#)
- Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory - [Principal Compliance Accountant](#)
- NYC Department of Education: [Teacher Effectiveness - Manager, Periodic Assessment Design](#)
- UBS Financial Services, Private Wealth Division - [Senior Wealth Strategy Associate](#)

**ADDITIONAL CAREER RESOURCES**

- [ArtsConnect](#) is a platform for professionals in the Arts.
- [CAA Arts Access](#) is a community of CU alumni passionate about the arts!
- [CAA The Low Down](#) news and ideas from CU alumni.
- [iReLaunch](#) - Career development and services for professionals looking to re-enter the workplace after a hiatus.
- [Switch App](#) - Target your search and connect with HR professionals and hiring managers on your mobile device.
- [The Five O’Clock Club](#) - Career Insider Program (Exclusive Columbia Alumni Benefit Promo Code: GoLions); for more information, click [here](#).
- [The Muse](#) - Online career advice, job opportunities, and coaching services.

**ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES**

- [Veteran’s Virtual Career Fair, February 28](#) - Interact in real-time via online chat sessions and meet top-notch employers seeking Veteran talent nationwide.
WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK

Do you have any feedback on our Alumni eNewsletter? If so, let us know what career related information you would like to receive by emailing cce-alumni@columbia.edu.

Please visit: www.careereducation.columbia.edu/alumni or e-mail us at: cce-alumni@columbia.edu

Unsubscribe, please type "unsubscribe request" in the subject line.